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Seeing the school bags we become nostalgic and start remembering those golden days when we
used to go school. These school bags describe us as a constant learner who always strives to
become a better person.

Snappy is glad to bring the array of the same school bags which can now be passed to your kids for
the same very reason â€“ carrying books and stationery to school.

There are few reasons why you will find these school bags different from others. First of all, we start
from the ability to get it customized. These school bags can be customized according to your wish.
You can get printed your favorite picture over it. Just get a snap of your school or classroom or any
picture in digital form and Snappy will offer that very picture printed on the high quality school bag.
These school bags are highly popular among the school going kids. Whenever they see their
favorite picture printed on their school bags it gives them personalized feeling and they enjoy it a lot.

The school bags are spacious in which your kids can put all their notebooks and stationery items
without any problem. They have multiple pockets which can accommodate many books without
folding them. There is also a side mesh which has been provided in these school bags in which
children can put their water bottles.

In many of them the straps are not padded which hurts the tender shoulders of your small kids but
Snappy provides the school bags which have padded shoulder straps for extra comfort and grip.
Extra zippers have also been given in these school bags by which it becomes very easy to put all
other things like lunch box, pencil box etc.

The school bags have extra large capacity that can hold material of more than 5 kgs. It is broad with
height of 16 inches and breadth of 12 inches. The material by which these school bags are made is
poly cotton which is very durable. They have a matte base which makes them even more long
lasting. Since these bags are made of water resistant material therefore you need not worry of the
safety of books and copies in the rainy season.

So what are you thinking of !

Snappy school bags come with so many features including customization hence it will be a good
decision if you have decided to gift your kid with extra strong and durable school bags.
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